Czech Society for Film Studies (CEFS) - Czech Republic (POSTED ON 10 FEB 2015)

DocNet Southeast Asia - Indonesia, Vietnam (POSTED ON 03 JUN 2013)

MEMORY! International Film Heritage Festival - Cambodia, Myanmar (POSTED ON 22 MAY 2013)

Yxine Film Fest - Vietnam (POSTED ON 18 APR 2013)

Kuala Lumpur Chinese TV & Film Association (KLCTFA) - Malaysia (POSTED ON 03 APR 2013)

AZT - Media Ltd. - Hungary (POSTED ON 03 APR 2013)

Sunny Side of the Doc - France (POSTED ON 05 MAR 2013)

Asian Side of the Doc - Singapore, Denmark, Germany (POSTED ON 14 AUG 2011)

Yangon Film School / Yangon Film Services - Myanmar (POSTED ON 14 AUG 2011)

Film and Media Studies - University of Otago - New Zealand (POSTED ON 14 AUG 2011)

Theatre and Film Studies - University of Canterbury - New Zealand (POSTED ON 14 AUG 2011)
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